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TRIUMPH FOR THE PERSONAL
COLLECTION OF MADAME
ELSA SCHIAPARELLI
WITH A TOTAL OF €1,686,250

ParisThe
personal
collection
of
Madame
Schiaparelli
achieved
€1,686,250/£1,385,254/$2,298,359 selling 75% by lot and 94% by value. The top lot of the sale
was an Italian pair of carved marble models of leopards which sold for
€385,000/£316,278/$524,755. The beautiful Man Ray photographs encountered a real success as
well as the photograph of Madame Schiaparelli by Horst P. Horst which sold for
€40,600/£33,353/$55,338. The suite of three Louis XVI tapestries after François Boucher from
the set “aux chinoiseries” sold for €133,000/£109,260/$181,279 against a pre-sale estimate of
€20.000-30.000. Elsa Schiaparelli was not only a couturier but also an artist who worked with
artists such as Salvador Dalí, Leonor Fini, Marcel Vertès or Alberto Giacometti whose bronze
lamp sold for €169,000/£138,834/$230,347.

The couture selection also realised strong results such as the violet silk blouse from the Astrologie
collection which sold for €31,000/£25,467/$42,253 or the collection of Schiaparelli calico
patterns which sold for €56,200/£46,168/$76,601 against a pre-sale estimate of €10,000-12,000.
Lionel Gosset, Director of the Collections: “It has been a great honor to pay tribute to the
internationally renowned Madame Elsa Schiaparelli by organizing the exhibition and auction of
her personal collection. Innovative, Avant-garde and shocking, Elsa Schiaparelli transformed the
whole world of couture. More than 600 visitors came to Christie’s Paris to enjoy the beautiful
exhibition and the auction attracted bidders from 15 different countries who competed for the
range of lots on offer. Her eclectic collection included not only fashion but was also
complemented by her furniture and magnificent photographs by Man Ray. We are extremely
pleased with the results – particularly for the pair of Italian carved marbles models of Leopards
which achieved €385,000, the top lot of the sale.”
Patricia Frost, Director of Christies Fashion Department: “Christie’s were delighted to see
the warm welcome in Paris for top examples of the couturier’s art.”
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About Christie’s:
Christie’s, the world's leading art business, had global auction and private sales in 2013 that totaled £4.5
billion/ $7.1 billion, making it the highest annual total in Christie’s history. Christie’s is a name and place
that speaks of extraordinary art, unparalleled service and expertise, as well as international glamour.
Founded in 1766 by James Christie, Christie's has since conducted the greatest and most celebrated
auctions through the centuries providing a popular showcase for the unique and the beautiful. Christie’s
offers around 450 auctions annually in over 80 categories, including all areas of fine and decorative arts,
jewellery, photographs, collectibles, wine, and more. Prices range from $200 to over $100 million.
Christie's also has a long and successful history conducting private sales for its clients in all categories,
with emphasis on Post-War & Contemporary, Impressionist & Modern, Old Masters and Jewellery.
Private sales totaled £760.5 million ($1.19 billion) in 2013, an increase of 20% on the previous year.
Christie’s has a global presence with 53 offices in 32 countries and 12 salerooms around the world
including in London, New York, Paris, Geneva, Milan, Amsterdam, Dubai, Zürich, Hong Kong,
Shanghai, and Mumbai. More recently, Christie’s has led the market with expanded initiatives in growth
markets such as Russia, China, India and the United Arab Emirates, with successful sales and exhibitions
in Beijing, Mumbai and Dubai.
*Estimates do not include buyer’s premium. Sales totals are hammer price plus buyer’s premium and do not reflect costs,
financing fees or application of buyer’s or seller’s credits.
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